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1. Introduction
The Williams Lake Regional Airport (YWL) is in its 21st year of municipal operations. The City of
Williams Lake seeks to ensure that airport facilities and air services match the needs of the city
and surrounding communities and region today and in years to come. This project is part of a
comprehensive planning process to ensure the airport meets its strategic objectives and
accommodates development 20-years into the future.
This Master Plan is a working document that identifies and guides development in a practical
and sustainable manner. The planning process includes identifying future airport operations,
activity, and requirements for the airport terminal building (ATB), as well as airside and
groundside developments. Specifically, the plan highlights facilities, land use and services
required to meet expected growth over short (5-year), medium (10- year) and long-term (20year) planning horizons.

Airport History
The city is approaching 85 years of airport history. The first airport in Williams Lake was officially
recognized in 1934 and included a grass runway but the license lapsed in 1937. in 1940 the
airport was improved with the help of a one-third cost sharing grant from the federal
government. Improvements funded by the Department of National Defence were made to the
airport near the city’s downtown during the war. The airport was then, transferred in 1945 to the
Department of Transport. The site received a temporary airport license in 1946 so that a charter
operation could be based at the field. In 1953 the village asked for a new airport to be
developed, and construction began in 1956 ending in 1960 at the current site. The airport
received a license for day use only, and began service to Vancouver, Quesnel, and Prince
George. The airport has developed since then including a provincial fire center serving the
region and airport ownership was transferred from Transport Canada to the City of Williams
Lake in 1997 under the National Airports Program (NAP). In 2017, a wildfire forced an afternoon
evacuation of the site.

Airport Role and Location
Williams Lake is located east of the Fraser River on the interior plateau between the Coast
Range and the Rocky Mountains, as shown in Figure 1-1. By road, Quesnel is approximately
one-hour north, and Prince George is roughly 2.5 hours. To the South, Kamloops is an
approximate three-hour drive. Williams Lake is the starting point of Highway 20 which also
stretches across the Chilcotin Plateau to Bella Coola and the coast.
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Figure 1-1: Williams Lake Regional Context

Prince George

Williams Lake

Kamloops

Source: Google Maps 6, September 2018

YWL is approximately 12 kilometres north of downtown Williams Lake, just off Highway 97. The
airport serves the Cariboo and Chilcotin regions. The role of the airport is to meet the demand
for aviation services and support the regions’ economic and social requirements sectors such as
tourism, technology, education, and health. The airport is a regional airport and connects with
other Canadian airports in an aviation network, supporting Canada’s domestic prosperity and
international competitiveness.
The airport accommodates commercial air services, linking YWL to Canadian communities
primarily via Vancouver International Airport (YVR), to the remainder of B.C., Canada, North
America and the world, as well as supporting private flights, charters, and government services
such as medevacs and firefighting operations. It is home to the Province’s Cariboo Fire Centre
and during the summer regional and even provincial firefighting is coordinated from the airport.
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Planning Principles
The following principles were developed to guide the planning process. The Master Plan aims
to:






Guide the development of airport facilities in a safe and cost-effective manner.
Support the community’s sustainability by paying attention to social, economic and
environmental factors in the development of the plan.
Ensure the facility has the capability and flexibility to meet future changes in air
transportation, technology and operations.
Promote economic growth through aviation, aerospace and tourism development and
other transportation related initiatives.
Maintain a low- cost fee structure while meeting customer demand and expectations.

Overview of the Airport
An aerial overview of the site is shown in Figure 1-2. The top of the photo is roughly north. The
land the airport is on was transferred to the City from the Province in 1998. The land has a
“limitation of estate” upon the transfer which states that the “the Land will be transferred to you
on the condition that the Land is used for the purpose of operating and maintaining a public
airport.”
The airport has


One 7,000 x 150 foot paved runway, relatively long for a regional airport. The runway
is supported by a PAPI system and ODALS.



Taxiway A located at the west end of the runway is suitable for supporting larger
aircraft.



A second taxi, B, is significantly smaller and suitable only for smaller general aviation
(GA) aircraft.



The main Air Terminal Building (ATB) apron supports commercial and larger aircraft.
The ATB houses NAV CANADA, two air carries, and a rental car agency. There is
no restaurant.



An ATB with aviation security to support commercial aircraft operations.



The Cariboo Fire Centre is west of the ATB, and private hangars are located to the
east.



The Airport Operations support building is to the south of the ATB.



There are vacant serviced lots to the south of the ATB (with road but not airside
access).



The site has several air navigation aids, including
o

Non-Directional Beacon WL
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VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR) YWL

o

TACAN (DME) CH83

o

VHF-DF
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Figure 1-2: Williams Lake Airport Aerial View

Source: City of Williams Lake

.
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2. Aviation Activity and Forecast
Forecast of aviation activity for an airport is an integral component of the master planning
process. Not only do forecasts provide insight to future airport activity, but help identify ongoing
market opportunities needs and capital investments. The aviation forecasts specifically include
projected passenger growth, aircraft movements and peak hour operations over the planning
period. The following chapter discusses factors that influence aviation activity and forecast
potential market and future traffic at YWL to 2037.

Activity Drivers
There are several key factors that influence aviation activity over time. These influences are
commonly linked to regional socio-economic factors, which include population and economic
growth, as well as tourism development. These regional factors are impacted by the global
economic outlook which has a direct effect on the aviation industry and its future, and service in
each community. For example, if there is a global recession, air traffic is going to decline at
every airport in Canada.
GDP
GDP estimates are provided at the national and provincial levels by governments and the
banks, but not typically by municipalities or regions. BC projections from the last provincial
budget are shown in Figure 2-1. The bars in the chart show the percentage GDP growth
projections for the province. MOF refers to the Ministry of Finance, and EFC to the Economic
Forecast Council which provides forecasts for the Province. The projections decline over the
period but remain relatively strong at a minimum of 2 percent per year.

Figure 2-1: British Columbia Real Annual GDP Growth Projections, 2017-2022
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Source: BC Budget and Fiscal Plan – 2018/19 to 2020/21
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Population
The population of the region is stable but has declined slightly in recent years. The census
population for the Williams Lake Region for census years 2006, 2011 and 2016 is shown in
Figure 2-2. Over the decade, the population has declined by about 500 people. This is not an
enormous decline, but it is a drop at a time when most of southern and northeastern BC’s
population has grown quickly.

Figure 2-2: Williams Lake Region Population Trends, census years (2006, 2011, 2016)
Year

2006

2011

2016

Population

18,760

18,490

18,277

-1.4%

-1.2%

% Change between censuses

Source: Statistics Canada, census agglomeration. Note: This includes rural areas immediately around the
City and Indian reserves.

Williams Lake is within the Cariboo Regional District (CRD). The province prepares population
projections at the regional level as shown in Figure 2-3 below. Over 25 years, the region is
projected to grow by approximately 3%, as shown in the diagram.

Figure 2-3: Cariboo Regional District Population Projections, 2017-2041
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Source: BC PEOPLE projections
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Regional Factors
Regional factors that might support stronger growth in the region include:


Finding new purposes for wood waste or new higher value-added uses for forestry
products which generate employment, particularly as the wood fibre supply will
decline in coming years



Increased population growth from immigrants or Canadians recognizing the
attractiveness and cost-competitiveness of the region



Tourism growth from inbound visitors seeking to ski, fish, visit, cycle, and boat if
people recognize the attractiveness of the region. This would be supported by BC
Ferries reintroducing the Port Hardy – Bella Coola ferry run and allowing international
tourists to make a circle tour through the region.

Historic Aviation Trends
This section considers four factors related to airport use, annual passengers, annual aircraft
movements, air carrier operations, and forest fire fighting operations as they define the nature of
activity at the site. The nature of current and projected aviation activity defines the infrastructure
and services an airport requires.
Passengers
Annual enplaned-deplaned passenger movements for the last 15 years are shown in Figure 24. The figure shows that passenger traffic is relatively stable and has grown slightly over the
period examined (as shown by the dotted trend line). In a typical year the airport serves
approximately 34,000 arriving and departing passengers. After the recession in 2008, traffic fell
off as it did at most North American airports, but it recovered by 2012. Data is not available for
2011.
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Figure 2-4: Historic Annual Passenger Movements (2003 – 2017)
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Source: Williams Lake Regional Airport

Aircraft Movements
Aircraft movements have fluctuated more than passenger volumes as shown in Figure 2-5. The
high number of aircraft movements in 2017 resulting from forest fire fighting brings the airport inline with aircraft movements experienced in the early 2000s. The trend line (dotted line) shows
that on average aircraft movements have fallen steadily over 15 years, although it is trending up
in recent years, including 2018. The growth in 2018 is also related to forest fire fighting.

Figure 2-5: Historic Annual Aircraft Movements (2003 – 2017)
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Source: Williams Lake Regional Airport
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Air Carrier Operations
Air carriers typically carry most passengers at regional airports and generally dominate aircraft
movements. WLRA is served by two scheduled air carriers, Central Mountain Air (CMA) and
Pacific Coastal which both provide schedule flights to the Vancouver South Terminal. The
weekly flights and available seats offered by the two air carriers is shown in shown in Figure 26. Combined they provide 50 one-way (or 25 return) flights per week, offering 936 available
seats. Pacific Coastal is the dominant air carrier, providing 73% of the available seats.

Figure 2-6: Weekly Scheduled Passenger Flights (Week of Sept. 23rd, 2018)
Flights

Seats

% of Seats

CMA

14

252

27%

Pacific Coastal

36

684

73%

Total

50

936

100%

Source: air carrier web sites

Forest Fire Fighting Operations
At WLRA forest fighting aircraft operations are
more numerically significant than at many other
regional airports. A high proportion of rotary and
fixed-wing operations are for forest fire fighting.
The current critical aircraft for the airport runway is the Lockheed L-188 Electra which BC
Forests has contracted to have stationed at the site during recent fire seasons. The U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration defines critical aircraft as, “is the most demanding aircraft type,
or grouping of aircraft with similar characteristics, that make regular use of the airport. Regular
use is 500 annual operations, including both itinerant and local operations but excluding touchand-go operations. An operation is either a takeoff or landing.”
The L-188 is the largest aircraft that regularly uses the airport. The aircraft has a wingspan of
30m and a height of 10m. It has an Aircraft Group Number (AGN) of IIIB. By comparison, a
Beech 1900B has a wingspan of about 18m and a height of a little less than 5 metres.
Cargo
Like most regional Canadian airports, cargo statistics are unavailable at WLRA. Interviews were
conducted to gauge the level of activity. As with many regional airports, the air carriers actively
support small parcel and letter delivery, and emergency (just-in-time) parts for industry. One air
carrier noted that a relatively high number of live animal shipments are made from Williams
Lake because of dog breeding activity in the region. Aircraft currently serving WLRA have a
reasonable level of cargo capacity but are not typical cargo-type aircraft. A Beech 1900 has a
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cargo/ luggage capacity of a little less than a tonne, and passenger luggage will always be
prioritized by the air carrier. As the air carriers are not serving large cargo items, the cargo is
received in the ATB at the check-in counters and weighed and processed there. There may be
growth in air cargo if Greyhound routes are not replaced with similar bus service.

Projected Critical Aircraft
The airport critical aircraft over the next 25 years will continue to forest firefighting equipment,
but it is expected to transition to jet aircraft. Forest fire aircraft operators Coulson and Conair are
both transitioning their fleets to jet aircraft. Airframes as large as Boeing 737s are increasingly
used for firefighting in the U.S. Within B.C., RJ85s are being used by Conair. These are a
variant of the BAe 146s which were used for passenger services. These aircraft have a cruise
speed of 380 knots and a wing span of 26.3m. The current runway can support the projected
critical aircraft.

Passenger Projections Methodology
Passenger air travel is a derived demand for air transportation between origin and destination
markets. This demand is derived from socio-economic interactions between these markets,
shaped by carriers’ networks and available airlift capacity. Generally, business and trade
activity, tourism/visitors, as well as visiting friends and relatives (VFR) constitute the primary
components of air travel at an airport.
Dependable forecasting practice requires awareness of uncertainties surrounding the forecasts.
Considerable effort by the project team has gone into analyzing the factors affecting traffic at
WLRA. However, as with any forecasts, there are many uncertainties, such as the outlook for
local and world economies and the structure of the airline industry. A pragmatic approach was
used to produce a set of aviation activity scenario forecasts for WLRA.
As described in the rest of this chapter, forecasts have been produced for the following:


Enplaned and deplaned passenger traffic;



Apron aircraft operations; and



Peak hour forecast.

It should be noted that the forecasts are unconstrained - they have been developed without
consideration for the ability of the current airport facilities to handle the forecast traffic.
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Passenger Scenarios
Based on historic traffic at WLRA, long-term national and B.C. trends, and changing travel
patterns, passenger scenario projections have been developed for WLRA. Low, Base, and High
projections have been prepared and are shown in Figure 2-7.
The grey line is the low projection and represents a scenario with limited growth over the time
period. In 2043, passenger traffic will have increased approximately 2,500 passengers annually
over current traffic highs.
The orange line represents the base projection. The base projection is a little higher than the
airport’s trend line over the last 15 years. It represents the base passenger traffic anticipated, all
things begin equal.
The high projection, in green, represents increased traffic resulting from increased use of
aviation services, population growth and development of Williams Lake as a regional centre.
This would represent approximately 50% traffic growth over 25 years.

Figure 2-7: Passenger Projections, 2018-2043
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Aircraft Apron Scenarios
In 2018, the busiest airport apron scenario is two 19-seat Beech 1900s on the apron in front of
the ATB at a time. Both air carriers serving Williams Lake have indicated that they will probably
transition to larger aircraft to serve WLRA in the future. One of the major reasons this is
probable is pilot shortages pressuring companies to use fewer flights with larger aircraft. The
future aircraft scenarios for WLRA are therefore 30-seat aircraft such as the Dash 8-100 and the
Saab 340s. The busiest apron scenario for WLRA will therefore move from two 19-seat aircraft
at a time to two 30-seat aircraft on the apron at a time.
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Peak Hour Forecast
The Peak Hour Forecast is primarily used to consider ATB capacity, and explains how many
people in the ATB an airport can anticipate at peak periods such as major holidays. This peak
hour forecast is then used to plan space requirements at an ATB. The analysis considers total
arriving and departing passengers, as well as meters and greeters, during the busiest
anticipated hour a year. Assuming the busiest hour would include two 30-seat aircraft at the
airport, the peak hour projection calculates as the following:

Arriving passengers

60

Departing passengers

60

Meeters and greeters

60

(50% meeting arrivals, and 50% seeing off departing
passengers)

Pear Hour Forecast

180
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3. Airport Pavements
Introduction
Tetra Tech Canada Inc. (Tetra Tech) was retained by OEI to complete a pavement and utilities
assessment for the City of Williams Lake at the Williams Lake Airport (YWL). The assessment
includes the following infrastructure:


Pavements for Runway 12-30, Taxiways A & B and Apron I;



Pavements and Parking Lots for Groundside Road System,



Airfield Electrical and Lighting Systems,



Domestic and Fire Fighting Water System



Sewage Collection and Disposal System



Drainage

Mr. Jack Willms completed the visual assessment on September 18, 2018. The assessment
was a visual assessment including anecdotal historical information provided by the airport
manager.
The following sections in the report provide a general discussion on the pavement and utility
infrastructure, their condition and estimated time prior to rehabilitation. Conceptual costs for
rehabilitation or replacement have been included as appropriate later in the report. Appendix A
provides representative photographs of the assessed facilities

Pavements
The estimated pavement condition is based on a visual assessment of prevailing general
surface distress conditions and reflects the need for restoration. Isolated defects that can be
repaired through maintenance were not considered. The condition has been rated on a scale of
VERY GOOD, GOOD, FAIR, POOR and VERY POOR.
Typically, rehabilitation of airfield pavements needed when areas of major deficiency exceed 10
to 20 percent of the total pavement area. Restoration of airfield pavements is generally
recommended when the condition rating has decreased to a FAIR range, although lower values
can be tolerated for secondary facilities.
Groundside roads and parking areas are often not rehabilitated until they have reached a POOR
condition although life cycle analysis may reveal it can be more cost effective to rehabilitate
sooner. For this report, a condition of POOR will trigger a need for road rehabilitation.
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The average estimated service life for an asphalt overlay is approximately 15 to 20 years;
however, this can be reduced or extended depending on climatic conditions, quality of the
construction, maintenance activities and traffic.
The following sections provide a summary pavement conditions noted during the assessment.

Runway 12-30 and Taxiway A
Runway 12-30 and Taxiway A were rehabilitated in 2016. Taxiway A connects the Apron to the
threshold of Runway 12.
The surfaces were treated with Hot-In-Place recycling. As part of the process, a rejuvenating
agent and virgin asphalt mix was added to the recycled surface layer. The work was carried out
in the fall (September-November) of 2016 under cold and wet conditions.
It appears that most transverse and area cracks have reflected through the new surface and
have in some cases already shown evidence of secondary cracking (most noticeably on the
larger transverse cracks).
The defect of the most concern is the ravelling and surface aggregate loss in several areas
along the runway keel (the most utilized area along the runway centreline). There is evidence of
aggregate pop-out and some surface areas appear rough and fragile. Loss of aggregates can
lead to Foreign Object Damage (FOD). The aggregates can be ingested by aircraft engines and
damage the undercarriage and fuselage.
The loss of aggregates can become most severe during winter operations due to temperature
changes as well as disturbance from sweepers and plow trucks.
Runway 12-30 and Taxiway A are estimated to be in GOOD/FAIR condition.
Recommendations
The pavement exhibits mainly single (sealed cracks) with some secondary cracking along major
Longitudinal and Transverse cracks. The crack sealing program should continue annually, and
new cracks sealed as they appear.
A runway FOD monitoring program should be established to ensure the FOD generated is
identified and mitigated. The FOD inspections should reflect the frequency of noticeable FOD
occurring. As the surface ages, it may become necessary to inspect the surfaces prior to each
movement by commercial aircraft.
It is likely that rehabilitation of the surfaces will be required within eight – 10 years as the
generation of FOD increases beyond the point where the process of FOD removal generates as
much FOD as is swept away.
The rehabilitation process should include:
1. Major Transverse crack repair (full depth).
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2. Light milling to remove crack sealant, rubber, paint and oxidized asphalt.
3. Overlay the surfaces with a minimum of 65mm new, virgin, hot mixed asphalt.

Taxiway B
Taxiway B connects the Apron to the mid point of Runway 12-30. The pavement structure is of
indeterminate thickness and is surfaced with a layer of cold milled asphalt and treated with
rejuvenating agents.
The taxiway is primarily used by light private aircraft and is not equipped with night lighting. The
taxiway is not suitable for the commercial aircraft serving YWL.
Larger aircraft and scheduled carriers currently backtrack the full length of the runway when
utilizing Runway 30.
Taxiway B is generally in POOR condition due to rough grading, pot holes and loose
aggregates. The surface generates significant quantities of FOD and should not be used by the
scheduled air carriers.
Recommendations


Taxiway B should continue to be designated for light, private aircraft until such time
that a regulation parallel taxiway is constructed for Runway 12-30.



The surface should be re-graded and recompacted to provide a smooth clean surface
for light aircraft.

Apron I
Apron I provides parking for commercial and itinerant aircraft and is connected to Taxiways A
and B.
The apron has extensive ravelling and cracking including alligator cracking and rutting at the
scheduled aircraft parking stands.
The apron is in POOR condition.
Recommendations


The apron should be rehabilitated within two to four years. The methodology should
include:
1. Major Transverse crack repair (full depth).
2. Light milling to remove crack sealant, rubber, paint and oxidized asphalt.
3. Overlay the surfaces with a minimum of 65mm new, virgin hot mixed asphalt.



The apron should be provided with better flood lighting to ensure safety for aircraft
passengers and operations specialists.
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Concrete operational stands should be sized and constructed to allow the aircraft
gear to rest on concrete when parked on the apron. This will mitigate the alligator
cracking and rutting in the future.

Main Access Road (Airport Road) and One-Way Loop at the
ATB
The main access road provides airport access from Highway 97 through to the ATB and then
continues away from it, intersecting back with Airport Road. A one-way loop system allows
traffic to circle back to the ATB or access the parking lot. This is a common airport road
alignment.
These roads are in POOR condition and are exhibiting signs of aging including Medium Severity
ravelling, major transverse cracking, rutting, alligator cracking and pot holes.
Recommendations
We understand that Airport Road is planned for rehabilitation soon and a budget of $800,000
has been established.

Parking Lots and Airside Access
These facilities are also in POOR condition and are exhibiting signs of ageing including high
severity ravelling, major transverse cracking, rutting, alligator cracking and pot holes. The
ravelling for the main parking lot has reached the stage where paint markings disappear quickly
due to a texture comparable to a granular surface. There are 99 parking stalls and 12 rental car
stalls according to planning documents. According to local reports, at peak periods there is
inadequate parking and drivers are parking in forbidden areas cause management issues for
the airport.
Recommendations


The parking lots and airside access road should be rehabilitated with and asphalt
overlay within the next two years.



These areas should be included in the Pavement Management System currently
being developed by the City.



A long-term, low-cost parking lot should be developed to differentiate levels of service
and cost.
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RESAs
RESA is the acronym for Runway End Safety Areas. In lay terms, a RESA is an extension of the
runway in case a landing aircraft overshoots it. Transport Canada has been considering
requiring RESAs at most airports in Canada for many years, but modified its requirement to only
24 of the largest airports in Canada after many years of consideration. Although the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has recommended a broader implementation of
RESAs it appears that they will not be required at YWL.
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4. Air Terminal Building
Air Terminal Buildings (ATBs) are the interface between the airside and groundside for
passengers. When passengers think of the airport, they typically talk of the ATB. For a
passenger airport, the ATB is the most important link between its operations and the
passengers.

Key Influences
ATBs are and will be going through significant transition in the coming decades because of
technology, security, and air carriers’ relationships with passengers. There are a number of
trends impacting ATBs worthy of note. This list is meant to raise the issues for discussion
purposes and is not comprehensive:


Passenger expectations. The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has
completed research on passenger check in expectations (level of service or LOS)
and many Canadian airports are not reaching the optimum wait times now. IATA has
set the following standards for optimum wait times and check in:
o

Check in and bag drop: five minutes

o

Security: 10 minutes maximum

o

Seating: For up to 70% of people in a departure lounge

The airport meets the time commitments required above but does not meet the space
and seat requirements associated with the LOS standards.


Transition to mobile check in. Air carriers are working to make it as easy as
possible for passengers to check in and this increasingly means moving to on-line
check in. For many passengers this means check-in and boarding with their cell
phones. Mobile check in allows air carriers to improve the passenger experience,
while reducing staff at the airport and decreasing airport space requirements. Pacific
Coastal is currently moving to a mobile check in system.



Aging population. The proportion of the population in Canada and other developed
economies is increasing. This is no secret, but it has significant planning implications
for airports as elderly passengers require more time and space when passing through
the airport process from parking, to checking in, to boarding aircraft. As with other
social infrastructure, airports are making adjustments to buildings and equipment to
help elderly passengers.



Security requirements. Security requirements can be expected to develop in
coming years because one of passengers’ major complaints in Canada is security
processing and airports and air carriers have been strongly pressuring the federal
government to change security requirements and processes. This means that
airports must be flexible when planning for future security requirements.
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Pilot shortage. In the case of Williams Lake, one outcome of the growing pilot
shortage is that air carriers may fly larger aircraft such as Dash 8-100s to provide
service. This is because as regional air carriers struggle with pilot shortages a logical
response is few flights with larger aircraft. CMA says that it has recently reduced its
Williams Lake air services because of pilot shortages so this potential issue is
increasingly a present situation.

Existing Air Terminal Building
The current ATB was built in the 1960s. It is an aging facility and does not mean current
standards for comparable structures. Figure 4-1 below provides an overview of the ATB’s
layout. This diagram is not to scale. The groundside and parking is at the bottom of the diagram
and the airside and apron is at the top. The actual space that passengers use is relatively small
and stretches from the airside and groundside entrances to the baggage belt to the holding
room. The position of the ramp / rental car makes much of the space awkward to use. The
existing building floor plan is noted in Figure 4-1. This diagram is conceptual for discussion
purposes only.

Figure 4-1: Current ATB Outline










ATB Hot Spots. The numerals on the figure identifies issues with the current ATB identified
during a site visit and interviews with tenants. These issues are described below:
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1. Holding room. It is considered small for current uses with inadequate seating and no
washrooms.
2. Security queuing. Passenger queuing for security often blocks access to the airline
counters and passenger movement into and out of the building.
3. Entrance. Even for healthy passengers, entering the ATB with baggage is awkward
given the stairs and the narrow entranceway. The photograph below shows the main
entrance stairs in August 2018. These are scheduled for repair in 2019. There is not
ground level public entrance.

4. Ramp. The entrance ramp to the ATB is narrow and constrained, and does not meet
current building standards.
5. Airline offices. These are small and have not been designed with operations in mind.
Also, the third, open counter is too small to be practical for any use.
Also the basement has limited usability because it does not have water or waste water services.

Future Requirements
The Peak Hour Forecast developed in Section 2 describes the potential number of people who
could be in a future ATB at peak periods. The anticipated peak is at least 50% higher than
current peaks. The peak does not relate to traffic increases necessary but would be triggered by
changes in aircraft use alone. The current facility is constrained and does not meet modern
passenger expectations of for level of service (LOS). With increases in peak hour traffic,
passenger satisfaction with the facility would decline significantly. Figure 4-2 below indicates
the potential space requirements in a new ATB. A discussion of ATB LOS is provided in
Appendix B.
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The analysis comes up with a conceptual space requirement approaching 700 m2. This may be
smaller than the current ATB but the space is focused on passengers and passenger
processing and does not include the NAV CANADA offices in the current ATB, and does not
allow for the large offices on the east side of the current ATB.
Figure 4-2: Conceptual Future ATB Space
Users

Purpose

Area (m2)

Public Waiting

Meeters / greeters / passenger waiting

120

Ticketing and dispatch

160

Airline Offices

Assume six staff and one active counter – two counter
positions for 30 passengers
Coffee Shop

30

Passenger Flow Areas

60

Public Washrooms

50

Secure waiting room

50% of passengers seated – assume up to 30
passengers

16

Furnace/Electrical/Storage/
Janitor/Hallway
Baggage Claim

38

Assume 30% have carry-on. Includes a conveyor

140

Includes open outdoor baggage area

660

3 new offices
Total

46

These numbers are conceptual only and an architect experienced with airports would provide a
more detailed and flexible analysis based on the final building program.

Operations Building
The Airport Operations Building was built in 1959 with perma steel construction. Asbestos in it
has been removed and its bay doors were replaced in 1996. The washrooms are original and its
radiant heat needs replacing. Its location south of the ATB is distant from the runway system.
Unlike most modern operations buildings, it is relatively distant from the runway system.
Planned replacement is recommended. A photo of the building is provided in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Airport Operations Building
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5. Airside Electrical and Lighting System
Field Electrical Centre (FEC)
The FEC is located in the ATB basement and the majority of the infrastructure in the FEC is
more than 25 years old. The equipment has reached the age where replacement of the controls
and Constant Current Regulators is recommended.
Recommendations


The City has applied for ACAP funding for the replacement of the controls and
regulators within the last three years and that application is pending.



To enhance the application, we recommend the FEC be established outside the ATB
prefabricated FEC and Emergency Power modules. This will allow improvement of
the ATB to proceed without interruption of the FEC operations.

Airfield Lighting and Signage
The airfield lighting and signage system is more than 25 years old. The equipment has reached
the age where replacement of the lighting system, signage and approach lighting is
recommended.
Recommendations


The City has applied for ACAP funding for the replacement of the airfield lighting
system within the last three years and that application is pending.



To enhance the application, we recommend the floodlighting be included to ensure
apron lighting meets Transport Canada standards.
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6. Domestic Water System
The current domestic water well and distribution system is more than 30 years old and
replacement is likely to fall within the planning period. This system is used for the ATB and
tenants, and would be used for fighting a fire on the airport property if that occurred.
The 80,000-gallon reservoir and domestic water distribution pumps are sufficient for their
current demand and are in GOOD condition.
The current reservoir is marginally sufficient for fire protection and additional development will
likely require greater storage. The engine for the existing fire pump is currently in process for
replacement.
The Ministry of Forests has a separate pond it uses as a reservoir for firefighting purposes north
of the airport. The domestic water system for the airport and firefighting reservoir are not
connected.
Recommendations


The well may require replacement or twinning to ensure a safe and reliable water
supply.



A new pump will be required for the existing well.



Domestic water pumping capacity may be required as development progresses.



Expansion of the reservoir for increased firefighting storage capacity will likely be
required as on-site development continues.
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7. Sewage Collection and Disposal System
Most of the sewage developed on-site is piped from the airport off-site to a treatment facility
owned and operated by the Cariboo Regional District. The City pays the Regional District a
fixed fee for this service.
A flow metering program is underway to determine flows to the treatment facility from the airport
and in the future, it is expected that treatment charges will be based on actual flows. The
program will also provide data on whether the treatment facility has capacity for increased flows
from airport growth in the future. The Regional District has indicated that if increased flows
exceed the capacity of the treatment facility, the City will bear the costs of increasing the
treatment plant capacity. A 500-person forest fire fighting camp established at the airport during
the 2017 Cariboo wildfires resulted in flows exceeding the capacity of the sewage system.
There are several hangers south of the ATB that utilize holding tanks and septic fields to store
and/or dispose of sewage generated there.
Operations staff indicate that the current sewage collection and transmission system is in
GOOD condition.
Recommendations


Once the metering program is complete, the data will determine future development
direction in terms of ultimate capacity prior to treatment plant upgrade.



The City may consider extending the sewage system south of the ATB to connect
the hangars to the collection and treatment system. This will likely require a lift station
which should be sized to include future development in that area.
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8. Drainage
The current drainage systems on-site consist primarily of ditches and culverts that are in GOOD
condition.
The runway/taxiway system has subdrainage piping and manholes to help protect the pavement
structures. The condition of the subdrains is unknown, however, there are no reported
problems or failures.
Some localized flooding occurs in the area of the hangars south of the ATB, however, these
appear to be caused by hangar floor slabs constructed too low and with grading toward the
hangars.
There are complaints from neighbours reporting erosion and flooding from the runway infield
drainage out falling to private property west of the south end of the runway.
There are no facilities to collect fuel spills or contain glycol contamination from de-icing on
Apron I. The airlines typically vacuum excess glycol when allowable quantities are exceeded.
Recommendations


Complete an inspection of the runway/taxiway subdrains and manholes. This will
require a camera inspection of all piping.



With the development of a parallel taxiway, ensure that on-site retention is
incorporated into the plan to ensure post development flows do not exceed current
flows off-site.



Develop fuel spill and glycol collection infrastructure.
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9. Environment
Environmental constraints regarding future planning include:


Surface Drainage. Lands on either side of Runway 12-30 at the southeastern third
exhibit significant channeling resulting from surface runoff to either side of the runway
and onto adjacent lands. The properties to the southwest are private and the surface
runoff from the airport should be managed onsite.

A similar situation exists on the eastern side of the runway in approximately the same area. The
drainage is onto adjacent crown lands. In the long term, it is likely that the airport should
consider similar passive stormwater runoff management for the western side of the runway.
Groundwater. There is subsurface PFOS contamination at the former firefighting training area
(FTA) which has the potential to be introduced into the groundwater aquifer at the airport. This
would render the groundwater unusable. During the period from 2009 to 2016, SLR
Consultants, working for Transport Canada, conducted a number of
hydrogeological investigations to develop a detailed conceptual site model for groundwater flow
and contaminant transport within and downgradient from the FTAs. This analysis included an
evaluation of the unconsolidated aquifer in the source area and the confining unit separating the
source area aquifer from a deeper bedrock drinking water aquifer located downgradient of the
FTAs.
Based on the investigations completed, there do not appear to be any complete pathways
between groundwater in the unconsolidated aquifer (i.e. shallow till unit) at the site and
downgradient drinking water or aquatic receptors. Although the investigations suggest that there
are no complete pathways between shallow bedrock and drinking water and aquatic receptors,
SLR has conservatively assumed that operable exposure pathways may exist.
At this time, Transport Canada has listed the airport and the firefighting training site on the
National Contaminated Sites list and are conducting investigations regarding the potential to
remediate the site or implement some other form of "adjustment." The investigation is ongoing
at this time with little conclusive information:
1. The contaminated soils are being mapped/delineated
2. there is a belief that the contamination is migrating to the NNE, but this has not
been confirmed
3. No pathways to the groundwater aquifer have been identified
4. Transport Canada has been advised that the airport is solely dependent on
groundwater for all its uses and they acknowledge that this is a significant human
health issue for the airport currently and going forward.
5. A map of the groundwater aquifer has been requested of Transport Canada they were not sure if that information had been acquired.
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PFAS contaminated soils. PFAS are a group of chemicals which are characterized by
fully fluorinated carbon “backbones.” The PFAS were deposited at the FTAs as components
of aqueous film forming foam (AFFF) which was historically utilized in fire-training exercises.
The soil sampling programs at the FTAs included analysis of three PFAS sub-types:
perfluoroalkyl sulfonates (PFSAs), perfluoroalkyl carbonates (PFCAs) and perfluoroalkyl
sulfonamides (FSAs). Evidence of all types of PFAS have been identified at the Williams Lake
Regional Airport.
A historic firefighting training area on the northeastern portion of the airport was also found to be
contaminated with hydrocarbons resulting from the burning of fuels. Transport Canada initiated
a remediation program, which included soils sampling and replacement of surface soils with
clean fill. The contamination is approximately 30- 40 feet in depth and localized to the
northeast. The contamination is considered to be trapped in surface sediments that lie above
the water bearing sediments that make up the deeper groundwater aquifer.
In 2005, evidence of PFOS (one of the PFAS) contamination was identified. Transport Canada
has been investigating since that time. Currently they have provided a risk management
protocol, as follows:
1. Provide legal survey plan to City of Williams Lake airport personnel, which included CL
and AL/RLLD polygons marked on drawings. These polygons have been physically
mapped at the FTAs and recorded in UTM coordinates. The polygon mapping files have
been provided to Exton & Dodge Land Surveying Inc. of Williams Lake, BC which has
incorporated the information onto their survey plan for the FTAs.
2. Restrict excavation, disturbance and movement of soil within the AL/RLLD Polygons to
ensure that soil remains in spatially localized areas. If excavation, disturbance and/or
movement of soil within the AL/RLLD Polygons is necessary, a qualified professional
should be engaged to provide recommendations on the movement/relocation/disposal of
soil.
3. Employ personal protective equipment (PPE) when direct contact with soil within the CL
polygons is necessary (i.e., disposable nitrile gloves); and employ dust masks and/or
apply water to ground surfaces, should significant dust be generated during work within
the CL polygons.
4. Wash exposed skin surfaces thoroughly prior to eating, smoking or drinking following
work involving direct contact with soil within the CL Polygons.
5. Transport Canada requests that any proposed developments of the area affected by the
former firefighting training area should be reviewed with Transport Canada prior to
initiation.
6. Transport Canada believes that an appropriate adjustment will be achieved by 2023.
Historic landfill site. Transport Canada has been advised of the discovery of a former landfill
site. It is recommended by the consultant that the airport undertake the following actions with
respect to the landfill site:
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1. Formally advise Transport Canada of the existence of the landfill and request that
Transport Canada address the contamination associated with the landfill.
2. Conduct independent soil and groundwater sampling to determine the nature and extent
of contamination of the area associated with the landfill
3. Develop appropriate risk management and/or remediation strategies for the site.
4. Future development of the landfill may consist of additional parking stalls for lease lots or
the future operations building.
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10. Airport Conceptual Land Use Plan
Commercial / Industrial Development
Current Airport Development
The Ministry of Forests recently completed a large firefighting structure and related buildings to
the west of the ATB. To the east of the ATB are eight hangars and structures along airport road
with access to the airport runway system. Operating businesses which advertise services at
WLRA include Arduini Helicopters Ltd., Sarvair Aviation Ltd., and IM Aircraft Maintenance.
Other private companies and individuals own and operate aircraft at WLRA.
City Lands
Although the City of Williams Lake is large, it has declining available lands for industrial and
commercial purposes, as well as commercial lands along the Highway 20 corridor. This can be
seen on the OCP’s Land Use Designation Map of 2011.1 Most undeveloped industrial land has
environmental value or has geotechnical issues.
Airport Development Success
Airports in B.C. such as Vernon have supported significant airport developments for a wide
range of projects. Vernon has 12 operating aviation companies, including three helicopter
companies and a training centre.
What Airport Property’s Offer
The value proposition associated with commercial lots at the WLRA airport for airside and
groundside lots include the following:

1



Fully serviced lots with access to a 7,000’ runway



Lot sizing would permit a range of developments including hangars, and office and
storage facilities



Relatively few development restrictions for initial offerings



Mix of passenger and industrial aviation activity at the airport



Growing importance and traffic of the Ministry of Forests airport base



Highly skilled local labour force



Proximity to Highway 97



Proximity to the Cariboo Fire Centre

The City of Williams Lake Official Community Plan 2011.
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Business and Target Markets
Mining
There is considerable mining exploration activity in the Cariboo region and WLRA supports
mining charter flights now. “Excellent potential for new mine investment, through expansion of
existing operations and development of new projects. Major risk factor is the environmental
assessment process.” 2
Forestry and Forest-Related Products
The forest products industry is strong in the short-term but clouds related to future allowable cut
exist. “Locally industry will prosper as long as access to markets continues and wood supply is
elevated. However, local harvest will decline at some point in the future.”3
Agriculture
Agriculture in the Cariboo is significant and growing. Aviation uses related to agriculture such as
crop monitoring are increasing in North America.
Government
Williams Lake is a regional centre and the airport has received significant government funding
recently. Government “has been stable but showing signs of new investment and growth in both
the shorter term and longer term locally.”4
Aircraft Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)
The aviation MRO industry in Canada generate over $3.5 billion in revenues and employ
approximately 17,000 skilled workers.
Incremental Charter Flight Services
There is already charter flight activity at WLRA.
Education and Training/Search and Rescue
While there is insufficient demand for private pilot flight training, BC Forests may increase
training activities at its airport base.
Tourism
The Cariboo and Central Coast is known for its outdoor environment encompassing some of the
most vast areas of pristine wilderness, lakes and rivers, coastal topography, spectacular
scenery, and abundant fish and wildlife anywhere on the planet. Tourism is a significant
component of B.C.’s economy.
There are great remote fly-in tourism experiences in the Williams Lake area.

Peak Solutions Consulting Inc., “City of Williams Lake Assessment and Business Expansion,
and Attraction Strategy.”
3
Peak Solutions.
4
Peak Solutions.
2
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Recreational Aviation
There is a continuing opportunity to provide lots for individuals to construct their own type of
covered storage area. As well, there is an opportunity to provide central hanger storage for the
individual aircraft owners as well.
Potential Target Businesses
Based on the research and analysis undertaken, the potential groundside and airside
development WLRA could represent business development, expansion or diversification
opportunities for various types of businesses and services including:


Aircraft/aviation related maintenance, repair and overhaul services



Fixed wing and helicopter base of operations



Forest fire-fighting related businesses



Tourism – fly-in lodges and outpost camps satellite operations base; flying; storage



Private aviation opportunities – aircraft storage, minor repairs, training.

Airport Development Recommendation
In line with the need for new commercial and industrial lands in the city and growth at other
airports, the project recommends the planning of groundside and airside lots at the airport.

Land Use Plan
Figure 10-1 shows the overall Land Use Plan (LUP) for the airport. In the plan the airport is
divided into six “Reserves.” Each of these are represented with a colour code. These reserves
are shown in the diagram in the following manner:
1. Airport Reserve (blue) – the airport reserve includes those lands that are not required in
the short to medium term but are protected for longer term developments that may be
well outside the current planning horizon.
2. Airside Reserve (yellow) – The airside reserve protects existing developed airfield areas
for those types of infill or expanded commercial development where access to the airfield
is required. Examples of the types of businesses would include maintenance repair
organizations (MRO), fixed base operators (FBO), private hangars for recreational pilots,
etc.
3. Terminal Reserve (green) – a terminal reserve area is intended to provide adequate
lands for airport terminal building (ATB) expansions and associated roadways and
parking lots and any other support functions to terminal operations.
4. Groundside Reserve (orange) – the groundside reserve allocated lands for commercial
businesses that do not require airfield access. Examples can include a broad range of
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businesses: aviation related (e.g. avionics), light industrial, non-airport related
transportation hubs (e.g. a Public Works facility) etc.
5. Groundside Commercial Reserve (red) – the area denoted currently denotes lands
unsuitable for commercial development.
6. Operations Reserve (purple) - the operations reserve area allocates lands for future
airport operational need (e.g. the future combined operations building).

As noted, there is one area denoted within the main airport area that contains PFAS
contamination. As noted in Section 9, the area is currently being assessed and long-range
mitigation measures will need to be developed by Transport Canada. Development in this area
would only be approved when the site is remediated. Importantly, the site is not within the
preferred development areas.
On the following pages two versions of the land use plan are shown. Figure 10-1 provides a full
view of the airport overload on an aerial photograph of the site.

Development Plan
Figure 10-2 provides a closer view of the Development Strategy for the airport. Aspects of this
are described below.
Airside Development
In Phase 1 construction would begin for the development of six (6) airside lots (A1 to A6). To
access the lots it will be necessary to construct a new access road and extend services. The
future access road off of the main entrance road is intended to provide access for a future
Combined Operations Building and possible NAV CANADA site. The development lot access
road would connect to this road. The access road will be constructed within a 15m Right-of-Way
(ROW). The road will be 8m in width. The ROW would also accommodate future services.
The existing taxiway north of the existing hangar line would also be extended to the east to
accommodate Lots A1 to A3 and possibly lots A12 to A16. The taxiway would be connected to
the proposed new parallel taxiway. The development area taxiways will be constructed to
accommodate AGN II type aircraft. The taxiway will be 10.5m wide and include a 20.0m
clearance distance from the taxiway centreline to a fixed object. Uses could include individual
aircraft or shared hangars.
Phase 2 shows the extension of the access road to the west to enable development of lots A7 to
A16.
Development phasing is entirely based on demand. The trigger for future expansion is when
70% of the lots are developed in Phase 1, the airport would initiate construction of Phase 2 lots.
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Groundside Development
As shown in Figure 10-2, Phase 1 developments would include lots G1 and G6. These lots are
located on existing roadways and as such, the development costs would be minor. The
development of these lots will be dependent on the adequacy of existing services (water and
sewer). Similar to the airside developments, once the Phase 1 area is occupied, construction
would begin on Phase 2 lots (G1 to G4 and G7 to G9). Because the groundside lots are located
on existing roadways they can easily be developed for tenancy. These lots could also be
developed
Depending on the growth in passenger volumes at the terminal building, the existing parking lot
would be expanded to the south as indicated.
The approximate location of the old dump recently identified is displayed on Figure 10-2 as a
large red X east of the current hangar line.

Land Use Plan Concept Highlights
Highlights of the land use plan as shown include


Development of a taxiway the length of the runway. Forests would like to see this for
firefighting purposes.



Freeing up of land in the area of the current hangar line to allow more lots and
development.



An expanded area for the ATB, ultimate rerouting of the loop road in front of the ATB,
and expansion of the parking area.



Ultimate development of a new Operations Building and a potential NAV CANADA
Flight Service Station (FSS) to the east of the hangars.



Creation of an area for groundside lots and development.



Business Case analysis at each stage of proposed development to assure that the
full cost of airside and groundside improvements including servicing are known and
apportioned between tenants.
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Figure 10-1: Conceptual Land Use Plan
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Figure 10-2: Conceptual Land Use Plan Detail
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Airport Land Expansion
The airport land use plan developed and shown in Figure 10-3 shows anticipated land use
needs within a 20-year planning horizon. Within the planning horizon the analysis has not
identified economic demand for additional lands beyond those currently owned by the
municipality. The figure below shows provincial lands immediately adjacent to the city’s airport
property and with close access to the highway which the city could apply to own. If demand for
these lands is identified within the planning period, negotiation with the Province for these lands
is recommended. It is assumed that the City will want to obtain these lands but not within 20
years.

Figure 10-3: Airport Lands Expansion Proposal

Source: City of Williams Lake Planning Map
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11. Implementation
Phasing of Development
Phasing of airport development will rely on several factors over the planning period. The main
planning drivers for developments associated with the expansion of airside systems and the air
terminal building depend on the critical aircraft and peak hour passenger traffic. The anticipated
phases of development are discussed below. Understanding these will prepare the City to
manage funding and development of the site over the short-, medium- and long-term planning
periods.
Short Term: 2018-2023
 Development area access roads (east side)



Extension of existing taxiway to east



Parallel taxiway construction



Taxiway Extension to parallel taxiway



Operations access road to taxiway (west side – west of MNR Reserve))



Phase 1 Groundside and Airside Lot Development



New isolated parking area required for long term parking expansion and adjustments
to the east overflow parking.

Medium Term: 2024-2028
 Phase 2 Groundside and Airside Lot Development



Parking lot expansion



Terminal Building expansion

Long Term: 2029-2043
 Taxiway extension to Runway 30 threshold

Capital Plan
These are preliminary estimates of the approximate magnitude of cost for the proposed projects
based on broad requirements. These estimates are appropriate for developing long-term capital
plans and for preliminary discussion of proposed capital projects. A contingency allowance of
35% (engineering and contingencies) is included.
The following comments are provided on the rehabilitation program and cost estimates.


All cost estimates are in 2018 dollars and do not include applicable taxes.
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Asphalt, aggregate and concrete costs are variable and may increase or decrease in
any given year.



Rehabilitation strategies are based on visual assessment only. The methodology and
area of rehabilitation may be revised through further investigations and detailed
design.

Details of the proposed Capital Plan area provided in Figure 11-1. The taxiway extension for
$15 million is not included in the table as construction is not recommended.

Figure 11-1: Capital Plan
Facility

Estimated Cost

Note

Apron I Rehab

$1,200,000

ACAP

Taxiway B Reconstruct

$550,000

ACAP

Phase 1
Airside Improvements

Taxiway B Extension

$325,000

Airside Service Road

$2,650,000

Operations Airside Access Road

$582,000

Airside Electrical Rehab

Project Underway

New Instrument Approach Procedures

$50,000

ACAP

Groundside Improvements
Main Access Rd Rehab

$800,000

Main Parking Lot Rehab

$237,000

Executive Parking Lot Rehab

$53,000

New 120 Stall Long Term Parking Lot

$700,000

Loop Road and Parking

$1,250,000

Water System Study

$50,000

Sewer System Study

$50,000

City Estimates

Phase 2
Runway 12-30 Rehab

$6,300,000

ACAP

Taxiway A Rehab

$600,000

ACAP

Please refer to Appendix C for a breakdown estimated cost for Expansion and Rehabilitation.
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Sources of Capital Funding
There are two significant sources of capital funding for airports in B.C. These are the federal
Airports Capital Assistance Program (ACAP) and the provincial BC Air Access Program
(BCAAP). The ACAP program was set up in the mid 1990s to support the devolution of airports
under National Airports Programs (NAP). The program is designed to keep airports with
scheduled passenger service safe. It funds primarily airside improvements such as runway
overlays and improved mobile equipment. The program could potentially be used for funding
ATBs, but this type of use is far down the list of program priorities and Transport Canada does
not typically fund this type of infrastructure.
The BCAAP is a broader program. The goals of the program are
“… to support communities across the province and enhance the long-term potential of
B.C.’s aviation sector. BCAAP is a cost-sharing program to assist the aviation
community with funding capital infrastructure projects, with applications assessed on
economic, environmental and social parameters, including:




Safe and reliable aviation facilities;
Significant, incremental economic benefits; and
Improved environmental performance of the facility.”5

Airports have successfully applied to the BCAAP program for ATB funding.

5

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure 2019/20 British Columbia Air Access Program
(BCAAP) Application Guidelines.
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12. Airport Marketing Plan
Goals and Objectives
The proposed goals for airport marketing of WLRA include:


Attract investment



Increase the municipal tax base



Create jobs



Improve the region’s quality of life

Taxes

Jobs

Revenue

Community
benefit

Partnerships
In the current context, partnerships are essential to marketing for regional airports. For example,
West Kootenay Regional Airport is partnering with the Castlegar Chamber of Commerce to
provide in terminal information for arriving passengers. Typical regional airports have
constrained financial and human resources and partnering with Destination Marketing
Organizations (DMOs), Chamber of Commerce and local Community Futures, for example, is
one way that the airports can leverage their resources and work towards broader goals.
Typically, a regional Airport Manager would liaise with community organizations to partner and
develop opportunities.

Strategy and Targets
As this airport develops it is important to maintain an ongoing and supporting Marketing Plan to
attract investors and support the development of the site. The plan should be tied to the city’s
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economic development initiatives and capture potential provincial, national and multi-national
opportunities.
The strategic approach to considering opportunities is based on two factors
1. Identify existing strengths
2. Recognize emerging opportunities
The targets below are discussed in terms of these two factors.

Targets
The targets are broken into three groupings: air services which includes air carriers; airside
development including the ATB; and groundside development.
Airside Development Including ATB
Airside development refers to any opportunities within the airport fence line related to aviation
services. For simplicity, any services related to the ATB are also described here.
In the case of WLRA there are a few examples of potential low hanging fruit and broader
opportunities which the airport should explore.
 Improved advertising
Modern screens and computers have significantly expanded the potential for selling in-ATB
advertising and many regional airports are profiting from this. It appears that WLRA may be able
to benefit from a system modernization and an expansion of advertising sales.
 Parking fees
WLRA could increase its parking fees to increase revenue.
 Additional aviation fuel tank
The Ministry of Forests would like to see an additional fuel tank at the airport to support its
operations and the City plans to add a new fuel tank.
 Ground services to the City
The airport has not had a bus service from the terminal to the municipality in many years. This is
a level of service weakness. Advertising for a new service provider may find help provide the
service for the community.
 Forest fire fighting relationships
One of the growth areas at the airport has been forest fire fighting, and the province has
signalled that it may be expanding related services in the province. Potential opportunities for
WLRA could include


Developing a forest fire fighting centre of excellence in coordination with the Province
or a post-secondary institution



Attracting helicopter operations related to forest fire fighting on a year-round basis
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Obtaining additional provincial funding for operations and facilities at WLRA

 Airside training and servicing
Numerous regional airports have attracted maintenance, helicopter or charter operations to their
site.
 Hangars
If land is available, hangar opportunities may be realized for private developments.
Groundside Land Development
The Land Use Plan recommends developments of land on the groundside of the airport for
more general commercial and light industrial purposes. (The airport is an inappropriate site for
heavy industry or operations that would move daily large trucks between the highway and the
airport.) Examples of sectors which may develop these lots include:


Couriers



Trucking companies



Construction



Tourism



Rental cars



Forestry



Agricultural products or services. (Restrictions would have to be placed on anything
that might attract birds)



Light industry



Wholesalers

Air Services
Air services is generally considered the most important airport marketing target because it is
what the public sees and what the public uses. Understanding air carrier trends and
opportunities at an airport, and maintaining relationships with air carriers, are therefore typically
some of an airport manager’s responsibilities.
 Tourism
For the WLRA the primary opportunity for air service development is tourism. Williams Lake and
the Cariboo appears to receive relatively little inbound tourism by air despite regional attractions
and it’s extensive, existing mountain bike trail system. Developing this market is a long-term
initiative and would require working closely with the air carriers, tourism operators, and the local
DMO, but incremental inbound passenger increases would have a large impact on an airport the
size of WLRA.
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Approach
The following steps are recommended to develop an effective marketing approach
1. Council considering this plan with stakeholders and setting strategic direction in
assigning resources and budgets to the airport.
2. Define how the marketing’s role will be staffed and provide for this role. This role could
be assigned to a city staff member of a part-time position for a contractor.
3. Produce base materials to explain what is available. These materials must clearly
communicate the value proposition of the airport and community, and the details of the
opportunity.
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Appendix A: Site Photos
The following appendix includes photos relevant to the analysis completed by Tetra Tech.
References are made to the photos in the text.
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Appendix B: ATB Standards
When assessing terminal operating constraints and future expansion, a planner uses the level of service
(LOS) expected by the traveling public and considers efficient operations at a minimum cost.
LOS, in the context of terminal planning, is a generic term that describes, either qualitatively or
quantitatively, the service provided to airport travellers at various points within the passenger terminal
building. It relates to the degree of congestion or crowding experienced by a traveller at the passenger and
baggage processing facilities in the terminal building. It may also be a measure of the amount of waiting
or processing time, or length of the queues or lines encountered by such travellers.
A terminal is a series of processors, holding areas, and links or corridors. In the mid to late 1970s, Transport
Canada developed the concept of LOS, as applied to airport terminal design. Airports Council International
(ACI) and the International Air Transport Association (IATA) have since adopted the concept. The Airport
Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) conducted a study entitled Report 55 - Passenger Level Service
and Spatial Planning for Airport Terminals in 2011.
The research concluded passengers want easy access to information about flight status, signage clarity,
and amenities that allow them to use their time productively or to relax and enjoy an escape from the
demands of travel and that larger space by itself does not always generate increased passenger perception
of a high quality level of service. IATA LOS C standards are still valid after 38 years and the observations
included in Report 55 support the validity of continuing to use LOS. Space should be planned using the
necessary numbers of processing elements to achieve acceptable wait times and the LOS C guideline for
a design year. Specifically, facilities should be designed with a space planning factor greater than LOS C
(e.g., LOS B) but grow into LOS C as demand increases and the facility nears the passenger loads expected
for the design year. It is with these principles in mind that a terminal planning recommendation is developed.
One must, however, be aware that smaller airports and the typical use of the terminal operations (e.g.,
perhaps only a couple of times daily). Table B-1 summarizes airline requirements for passenger terminals
LOS for processes that are present at a typical airport. These requirements assess the levels of service in
terms of queue times and space allocations.

Table B-1: Level of Service Definitions
LEVEL OF
SERVICE

DEFINITION

A

An excellent level of service. Conditions of free flow, no delays and excellent levels of
comfort

B

High level of service. Conditions of stable flow, very few delays and high levels of comfort

C

Good level of service. Conditions of stable flow, acceptable delays and good levels of
comfort

D

Adequate level of service. Conditions of unstable flow, acceptable delays for short periods
of time and adequate levels of comfort

E

Inadequate level of service. Conditions of unstable flow, unacceptable delays and
inadequate levels of comfort.

F

Unacceptable level of service. Conditions of cross-flows, system breakdowns and
unacceptable delays; an unacceptable level of comfort
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Appendix C: Cost Estimates
The following pages provide cost estimate tables prepared by Tetra Tech to support the project
analysis.
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Rehab Taxiway A - Light Mill and Overlay
Item Cost Summary

Total

1.00 General Requirements
2.00 Rehab Taxiway A - Light Mill and Overlay
Subtotal General Rehabilitation Costs
Engineering Fees and Project Contingencies (rounded)

35%

Total Estimate of Probable Costs
Item
Description
1.00 General Requirements
Mob / Demob, Survey Layout, As-Built Survey, Utility Locates, Temporary
1.01 Facilities etc.

Unit

Est
Quantity

$
$
$

40,000
391,200
431,200

$

150,900

$

582,100

Unit Price

Total Price

LS
1
$ 40,000 $
Subtotal General Requirements $

40,000
40,000

2.00 Rehab Taxiway A - Light Mill and Overlay
Civil Works
2.01 Light Milling (15 mm)

m2

8,800

$

6

$

52,800

2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05

m2
T
EA
EA

8,800
1,600
14
8

$
$
$
$

2
180
500
1,000

$
$
$
$

13,200
288,000
7,000
8,000

m2
LS

1,800
$
4
1
$ 15,000
Subtotal Site Works

$
$
$

7,200
15,000
391,200

Supply and Install Tack Coat
Supply and Install Hot Mix Asphalt Paving - 65 mm thick
Raise Edge Lights
Raise Manholes

2.06 Infield Grading
2.07 New Pavement Markings

Notes:
1.00 The above estimates are based on conceptual layout information. Quantities and costs are subject to change during preliminary and detailed design
phases.
2.00 The pavement structures considered are based on the existing conditions. The design aircraft and pavement structure are subject to change during
preliminary and detailed design phases.
3.00 This estimate of probable costs is provided for budgetary purposes only. It is not to be interpreted as a guarantee by Tetra Tech of the actual
project costs. The actual project cost shall be determined by the tender and construction process.
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Apron I - Rehab
Item Cost Summary

Total

1.00 General Requirements
2.00 Apron I - Rehab
Subtotal General Rehabilitation Costs
Engineering Fees and Project Contingencies (rounded)

35%

Total Estimate of Probable Costs
Item
Description
1.00 General Requirements
Mob / Demob, Survey Layout, As-Built Survey, Utility Locates, Temporary
1.01 Facilities etc.
2.00 Apron I - Rehab
Civil Works
2.01 Light Milling (15 mm)
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05

Supply and Install Tack Coat
Supply and Install Hot Mix Asphalt Paving - 65 mm thick
Concrete Op-Stands (18m x 18m)
Raise Edge Lights

2.06 Infield Grading
2.07 New Pavement Markings

Unit

Est
Quantity

$
$
$

80,000
833,500
913,500

$

319,700

$

1,233,200

Unit Price

Total Price

LS
1
$ 80,000 $
Subtotal General Requirements $

80,000
80,000

m2

13,000

$

6

$

78,000

2

m
T
EA
EA

13,000
2,300
2
8

$
2
$
180
$ 146,000
$
500

$
$
$
$

19,500
414,000
292,000
4,000

m2
LS

1,500
$
4
1
$ 20,000
Subtotal Site Works

$
$
$

6,000
20,000
833,500

Notes:
1.00 The above estimates are based on conceptual layout information. Quantities and costs are subject to change during preliminary and detailed design
phases.
2.00 The pavement structures considered are based on the existing conditions. The design aircraft and pavement structure are subject to change during
preliminary and detailed design phases.
3.00 This estimate of probable costs is provided for budgetary purposes only. It is not to be interpreted as a guarantee by Tetra Tech of the actual
project costs. The actual project cost shall be determined by the tender and construction process.
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New 23m Wide, Full Length Parallel Taxiway
Item Cost Summary

Total

1.00 General Requirements
2.00 New 23m Wide, Full Length Parallel Taxiway
Subtotal General Rehabilitation Costs
Engineering Fees and Project Contingencies (rounded)

35%

Total Estimate of Probable Costs
Item
Description
1.00 General Requirements
Mob / Demob, Survey Layout, As-Built Survey, Utility Locates, Temporary
1.01 Facilities etc.
2.00 New 23m Wide, Full Length Parallel Taxiway
Civil Works
2.01 Excavation and disposal
2.02 Subbase Gravel (40 cm Thick)
2.03 Base Gravel (30 cm Thick)
2.04 Hot Mixed Asphalt (20 cm Thick)
2.05 Sub Drainage Piping
2.06 Manholes
2.07 Culverts
2.08 Drainage Retention Facilities
2.09 Edge Lights
2.10 Backlit Signage
2.11 Runway Guard Lights
2.12 Ducts and Conductor
2.13 FEC Upgrades
2.14 Topsoil and Hydro seed
2.15 New Pavement Markings

Unit

Est
Quantity

$
$
$

250,000
10,817,040
11,067,040

$

3,873,500

$

14,940,540

Unit Price

Total Price

LS
1
$ 250,000 $
Subtotal General Requirements $

M3
M2
M2
T
LM
EA
LM
LS
EA
EA
LM
LM
LS
M2
LS

60,000
$
12
60,000
$
18
56,000
$
20
29,000
$
180
5,600
$
200
24
$ 12,000
200
$
450
2
$ 150,000
92
$
120
9
$
9,000
4
$
1,500
5,000
$
95
1
$ 120,000
26,000
$
6
1
$ 30,000
Subtotal Site Works

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250,000
250,000

720,000
1,080,000
1,120,000
5,220,000
1,120,000
288,000
90,000
300,000
11,040
81,000
6,000
475,000
120,000
156,000
30,000
10,817,040

Notes:
1.00 The above estimates are based on conceptual layout information. Quantities and costs are subject to change during preliminary and detailed design
phases.
2.00 The pavement structures considered are based on the existing conditions. The design aircraft and pavement structure are subject to change during
preliminary and detailed design phases.
3.00 This estimate of probable costs is provided for budgetary purposes only. It is not to be interpreted as a guarantee by Tetra Tech of the actual
project costs. The actual project cost shall be determined by the tender and construction process.
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Rehab Main Parking Lot - Mill and Pave
Item Cost Summary

Total

1.00 General Requirements
2.00 Rehab Main Parking Lot - Mill and Pave
Subtotal General Rehabilitation Costs
Engineering Fees and Project Contingencies (rounded)

35%

Total Estimate of Probable Costs
Item
Description
1.00 General Requirements
Mob / Demob, Survey Layout, As-Built Survey, Utility Locates, Temporary
1.01 Facilities etc.
2.00 Rehab Main Parking Lot - Mill and Pave
Civil Works
2.01 Milling (50 mm)
2.02 Supply and Install Tack Coat
2.03 Supply and Install Hot Mix Asphalt Paving - 50 mm thick
2.04 New Pavement Markings

Unit

Est
Quantity

$
$
$

16,000
159,150
175,150

$

61,300

$

236,450

Unit Price

Total Price

LS
1
$ 16,000 $
Subtotal General Requirements $

16,000
16,000

m2
2

m
T
LS

3,300

$

18

$

59,400

3,300
$
2
460
$
180
1
$ 12,000
Subtotal Site Works

$
$
$
$

4,950
82,800
12,000
159,150

Notes:
1.00 The above estimates are based on conceptual layout information. Quantities and costs are subject to change during preliminary and detailed design
phases.
2.00 The pavement structures considered are based on the existing conditions. The design aircraft and pavement structure are subject to change during
preliminary and detailed design phases.
3.00 This estimate of probable costs is provided for budgetary purposes only. It is not to be interpreted as a guarantee by Tetra Tech of the actual
project costs. The actual project cost shall be determined by the tender and construction process.
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Rehab Executive Parking Lot - Mill and Pave
Item Cost Summary

Total

1.00 General Requirements
2.00 Rehab Executive Parking Lot - Mill and Pave
Subtotal General Rehabilitation Costs
Engineering Fees and Project Contingencies (rounded)

35%

Total Estimate of Probable Costs
Item
Description
1.00 General Requirements
Mob / Demob, Survey Layout, As-Built Survey, Utility Locates, Temporary
1.01 Facilities etc.
2.00 Rehab Executive Parking Lot - Mill and Pave
Civil Works
2.01 Milling (50 mm)
2.02 Supply and Install Tack Coat
2.03 Supply and Install Hot Mix Asphalt Paving - 50 mm thick
2.04 New Pavement Markings

Unit

Est
Quantity

$
$
$

5,000
33,900
38,900

$

13,600

$

52,500

Unit Price

Total Price

LS
1
$
5,000 $
Subtotal General Requirements $

m2
2

m
T
LS

600

$

5,000
5,000

18

$

10,800

600
$
2
90
$
180
1
$
6,000
Subtotal Site Works

$
$
$
$

900
16,200
6,000
33,900

Notes:
1.00 The above estimates are based on conceptual layout information. Quantities and costs are subject to change during preliminary and detailed design
phases.
2.00 The pavement structures considered are based on the existing conditions. The design aircraft and pavement structure are subject to change during
preliminary and detailed design phases.
3.00 This estimate of probable costs is provided for budgetary purposes only. It is not to be interpreted as a guarantee by Tetra Tech of the actual
project costs. The actual project cost shall be determined by the tender and construction process.
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New Long Term Parking Lot (120 Stalls)
Item Cost Summary

Total

1.00 General Requirements
2.00 New Long Term Parking Lot (120 Stalls)
Subtotal General Rehabilitation Costs
Engineering Fees and Project Contingencies (rounded)

35%

Total Estimate of Probable Costs
Item
Description
1.00 General Requirements
Mob / Demob, Survey Layout, As-Built Survey, Utility Locates, Temporary
1.01 Facilities etc.
2.00 New Long Term Parking Lot (120 Stalls)
Civil Works
2.01 Excavation and disposal
2.02 Subbase Gravel (34 cm Thick)
2.03 Base Gravel (25 cm Thick)
2.04 Hot Mixed Asphalt (6 cm Thick)
2.06 Manholes
2.07 Culverts
2.09 Flood Lights
2.10 Parking Controls
2.14 Topsoil and Hydro seed
2.15 New Pavement Markings

Unit

Est
Quantity

$
$
$

20,000
495,400
515,400

$

180,400

$

695,800

Unit Price

Total Price

LS
1
$ 20,000 $
Subtotal General Requirements $

M3
M2
M2
T
EA
LM
EA
LS
M2
LS

2,600
$
12
4,000
$
16
4,000
$
18
600
$
180
2
$ 12,000
100
$
450
4
$ 26,000
1
$ 25,000
1,200
$
6
1
$
4,000
Subtotal Site Works

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20,000
20,000

31,200
64,000
72,000
108,000
24,000
45,000
104,000
25,000
7,200
15,000
495,400

Notes:
1.00 The above estimates are based on conceptual layout information. Quantities and costs are subject to change during preliminary and detailed design
phases.
2.00 The pavement structures considered are based on the existing conditions. The design aircraft and pavement structure are subject to change during
preliminary and detailed design phases.
3.00 This estimate of probable costs is provided for budgetary purposes only. It is not to be interpreted as a guarantee by Tetra Tech of the actual
project costs. The actual project cost shall be determined by the tender and construction process.
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Operations Economics Inc.
Suite 2000 – 1066 West Hastings Street
Vancouver V6E 3X2
Canada
1-604-417-5642
info@operationseconomics.com
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